A number of cognitive skills relevant to conceptual design were identified previously. They include divergent thinking (DT), visual thinking (VT), spatial reasoning (SR), qualitative reasoning (QR), and problem formulation (PF). A battery of standardized tests is being developed for these design skills. This paper focuses only on the divergent thinking test. This particular test has been given to over 500 engineering students and a smaller number of practicing engineers. It is designed to evaluate four direct measures (fluency, flexibility, originality, and quality) and four indirect measures (abstractability, afixability, detailability, and decomplexability). The eight questions on the test overlap in some measures and the responses can be used to evaluate several measures independently (e.g., fluency and originality can be evaluated separately from the same idea set). The data on the twenty-three measured variables were factor analyzed using both exploratory and confirmatory procedures. A four-factor solution with correlated (oblique) factors was deemed the best available solution after examining solutions with more factors. The indirect measures did not appear to correlate strongly either among themselves or with the other direct measures. The four-factor structure was then taken into a confirmatory factor analytic procedure that adjusted for the missing data. It was found to provide a reasonable fit. Estimated correlations among the four factors (F) ranged from a high of 0.32 for F1 and F2 to a low of 0.06 for F3 and F4. All factor loadings were statistically significant.
Introduction
What sets good designers apart from mediocre ones? Is it just experience and domain knowledge, or is there a skill set? Academics and practitioners seem to have an awareness that good designers possess more than just vast domain knowledge; they have certain abilities that make them more effective in using that knowledge to structure ill-defined problems, construct fluid design spaces to facilitate fluency and flexibility of generating solutions and visualizing the detailed working of artifacts in their imagination. Although design skills are alluded to in design textbooks and curricula, there has not been a concerted effort to explicitly identify and measure them.
For the past several years, the principal authors group has been engaged in identifying and characterizing in formal terms, a set of skills found in good engineering designers [1] . We also devised objective measures of these skills. We define a skill as the cognitive ability to perform a task. Design skills were derived from observations of design tasks as well as from past cognitive studies [1] . A good designer or design team must possess a wide range of skills to tackle different phases of product development.
From our past work and that of the others, we identified the following design skills: divergent thinking, convergent thinking, deductive, inductive, and abductive reasoning, spatial reasoning, visual thinking, analogical reasoning, sketching, qualitative reasoning, decision-framing and decision making, and designing and conducting simulated or real experiments. Not all of these are independent or unique skills; for example, there is an inexplicable relation between deductive reasoning and convergent thinking, and also between visual thinking and spatial reasoning. Pattern recognition and analogical reasoning may be interpreted in terms of physical, behavioral, or linguistic context, thus being part of visual thinking, spatial reasoning, or qualitative reasoning.
We are now developing standardized tests for a subset of these skills, those related particularly to conceptual design. Our team consists of an engineer, a cognitive psychologist, an educational psychologist, and a psychometric consultant. We have so far developed tests for DT and VT. Future plans include tests for PF and QR. Possible applications of these tests include evaluating students in design classes, forming of balanced design teams which possess skills necessary for a given project, and evaluating the effectiveness of design courses and curricula.
We previously reported on the construction of the DT and VT tests [2] and preliminary data. This paper focuses on detailed studies of the DT test, test results, data analysis, and reliability studies. We discuss the continuous improvement of the test based on the results of the collected data.
DT Test Development
The basis and motivation for the DT test have been reported in our ICED09 paper [2] . Here, we give a detailed account of its contents and rationale.
DT Measures.
In the context of design, DT is commonly defined as the ability to generate many alternative solutions, i.e., the ability to explore the design space. Good designers understand that design space is not fixed; as they generate and explore ideas and get insight into the structure of the space, they continually find ways to expand the space by redefining and restructuring the problem [3, 4] illustrated conceptually in Fig. 1(a) . Thus, the number of ideas generated (fluency) can be one measure of DT.
The number of ideas generated in the course of ideation (i.e., quantity) has always been a key measure of creative productivity [5, 6] and makes sense in terms of the Darwinian theory of creativity [7] [8] [9] , which sees blind (or chance) variation and selective retention as the way that creative ideas emerge and survive. Using only the number of ideas generated as a measure of DT, however, is inadequate because there could be many superficial variations of the same basic design. Therefore, a measure of variety (often termed flexibility, e.g., Refs. [5] , [6] , and [10] ) is needed to determine how broadly the design space has been explored. From a cognitive science point of view, variety in idea generation is a measure of the number of categories of ideas that one explores [10] . In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), there are the same number of ideas (represented as points in design space), but in Fig. 1 (b) they are clustered closely, indicating small conceptual variations, leaving the vast design space unexplored. In Fig. 1(c) , ideas span a broader spectrum. Researchers often speak of "conceptual distance, C" as a measure of the extent of differences between ideas. For example, near or local analogies draw upon similar features or relations from the same conceptual domain in which one is working, whereas remote analogies draw from conceptually distinct domains of knowledge [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
While quantity and variety of concepts measure the skill to explore design space, there is another element that needs to be considered: the ability to expand the design space (thinking outside the box). This ability can be measured by the originality or novelty of the solutions. In terms of design space, novel designs occupy points that are initially not perceived to be within the design space. In fact, creativity and originality are often considered as interchangeable terms. Creative ability can be measured by the originality of ideas that an individual generates. Expanding the design space offers the opportunity to find better designs that have so far not known to exist. Many idea generation methods provide deliberate mechanisms to view the problem in a different way, to use analogies and metaphors, to play around by loosening the tight grip on goals that engineers generally have. The degree of novelty is a relative measure that requires either a comparative assessment of a set of designs or an enumeration of what ideas are expected with what frequency.
Often one finds that routine approaches to problems can lead to uncreative ideas. In such cases, the original cognitive knowledge structures applied to a problem are inappropriate and insight can be achieved only through what cognitive psychologists have called cognitive restructuring [16] [17] [18] [19] . The ability to generate a wide variety of ideas is directly related to the ability to restructure problems and is therefore an important measure of creativity in design. Reformulation of problems is facilitated by the ability to abstract or generalize [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Researchers studying the use of analogical reasoning in design point to the ability to abstract as the key to make connections between the entities across domains [26] . Thus, the ability to abstract ("abstractability") is an indirect measure of divergent thinking.
The biggest difference between technological and artistic creativity is that in the former there are particular goals or specifications that must be met within certain constraints. Goodness of fit with design specifications is a measure of quality of an idea. Therefore, in engineering we need to "qualify" ideas and not just use fluency, i.e., the ability to generate good ideas that are technically feasible and practical needs to be considered. We term this skill "practicality/quality."
Design fixation has been identified as a common block to creativity; it is the tendency of a designer to favor a design from previous experience, a design seen or developed by the designer [27] . A symptom of fixation is that new designs share more common features with previous designs. Many design researchers have shown the existence of design fixation [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Our own studies have demonstrated designers' susceptibility to design fixation and show how taking breaks from problems can alleviate fixation [32] [33] [34] . It is, therefore, important to measure the ability to avoid fixation ("afixability") on a DT test.
Two other subskills may be of interest. The ability to decompose, decouple complex problems, to identify key issues and conflicts is a mark of good designers. Protocol studies by many different groups on identifying differences between experts and novices have shown this [35, 36] . We term this ability as "decomposability" in this paper. Last, being able to think about the workings of a device in a particular environment would certainly have advantages in producing good quality ideas. Gardner terms this "vivid thinking" and may be an indirect measure of DT [37] . We term this skill as "detailability" in this study and measure it by the extent of elaboration in design description.
Based on the above, DT subskills, their definitions, and measures are summarized in Table 1 . We have split these into two groups: direct and indirect measures. Direct measures (fluency, variety, originality, and quality) are ones that can be assessed from a set of ideas generated by an individual. Indirect measures are those that are assumed to aid ideation (afixability, abstractability, and decomposability). They are related more to cognitive processes than outcomes, so questions need to be designed to specifically measure them instead of looking at design ideas generated. Generalized methods for objective evaluation of the direct measures can be found in Ref. [38] . The adaptation of these measures and the assessment of indirect measures in the context of the DT test questions will be presented in Sec. 3.2.
2.2 Survey of Standard Creativity Tests. We examined eight standardized tests of creativity to see the extent to which the above skill indicators are represented [39] . They include Abbreviated Torrance 2002 [40] , Meeker test [41] , Meeker SOI checklist [42] , Torrance [43] , Guilford alternative uses [44] , Wallach and Kogan [45] , and Guilford ARP [46] .
The Abbreviated Torrance test uses three divergent thinking activities that represent a merging of Torrance's previously established verbal and figural batteries. Fluency is defined as a simple count of the number of pertinent responses. Examiners must read each response and make a judgment as to whether it is relevant to the "just suppose" situation. For every relevant response, 1 point is awarded. Originality is defined as the ability to produce ideas that generally are not produced, or ideas that are totally new or unique. The examiner must compare each response to the provided list of "common responses." For every response that the subject gives that is not on this list, 1 point is awarded. Credit is also given for emotions and humor. Two of the activities are visually oriented, thus mixing up divergent and visual thinking. The Meeker 2000 test also contains activities involving figures and some activities rely on English vocabulary. These characteristics are deemed inappropriate for our use. Another dimension in the Meeker test is making, manipulating, and interpretation of symbols with no particular goal or constraint. One question that we found of relevance was finding relationships between entities listed as words. The ability to make connections between seemingly unrelated entities is a mainstay of many design ideation techniques [45] . William's creativity packet gives 12 partial sketches ("doodles," really) and asks subjects to use them in creating something new that no one will think of Ref. [47] . They encourage the use of colors and shading. Fluency points are awarded for the number of categorical transformations; originality points for whether sketches are inside, outside, or on both sides of the given boxes. Points are also awarded for creative titles to sketches. Elaboration points are awarded for symmetry, shading, and colors.
Perhaps the best known creativity test is the Guilford's alternate uses task which requires subjects to generate as many possible uses as they can think of for a common household item (brick, paperclip, newspaper, etc.). Originality scores are based on normative frequency data. Reponses that were given by only 5% of a group are regarded as unusual and awarded 1 point. Responses that are given by only 1% of the group are regarded as unique and given 2 points. Fluency is scored by the total number of responses for each individual. Flexibility is scored by the total number of different categories that are represented across all of a subject's individual answers. The author notes that as fluency scores go up, so do originality scores. This is an identified contamination problem and can be corrected by dividing the originality by the fluency. Wallach and Kogan also include an alternative use task [45] as well as verbal associations and figural pattern making.
From our survey, we concluded that existing creativity tests require no technical or particular domain expertise. The measures used are fluency, flexibility, and originality. Transformational and analogical skills are not explicitly evaluated by these tests, while we have included items on our DT tests specifically for that purpose. All creativity tests listed above are nongoal oriented, i.e., there is no stated problem for which ideas are being sought. In contrast, design problems have explicit and implicit goals. There are also constraints in any real design problem, while none of the creativity tests try to limit the search space in any way. Another undesirable characteristic of creativity tests is that some use pictures and figures and even grade imagery and visualization. We need to remove the overlap between DT and VT so that each can be independently evaluated. That does not imply that we should rid the DT test of all questions involving figures or pictures. Instead, we have achieved this by what we grade.
Derivation of Test Specifications.
The current objective is to make the DT test suitable for undergraduate engineering majors at or above the sophomore level. No technical knowledge should be required beyond that level. Also, for practical reasons, it is best to aim for the test to take under 50 min to administer in order to allow it to be taken in one class period. Although this goal has not been achieved yet, it is expected that some test items can be dropped when strong positive correlations are discovered. The primary aim is to measure the four direct metrics and the secondary aim is to assess the indirect metrics. The latter requires exercises that are not ideation exercises but explicate these secondary effects, such as fixation. To go beyond generic creativity tests, an engineering orientation is to be achieved by incorporating goals and constraints in the exercises.
Since we have separate DT and VT tests, we want to minimize reliance on visual representations. This is not entirely possible, but we have attempted to do so-another major difference between our test and many creativity tests. On the other hand, we do not want to have questions that rely on one's language skills and vocabulary. Finally, gender and ethnic bias needs to be avoided.
We must also consider how the test will be validated later. There are two distinct properties: reliability and validity. Reliability is the extent to which a test measures the true difference in individuals versus measurement errors. Validity is how well a test measures what it claims to measure [48] . Reliability is evaluated with two criteria: (1) stability-does the test give the same result for the same person each time (test-retest criteria) and (2) internal consistency-are the items on the test homogeneous (related to the same skill). Since test-retest is not practical in our case, we need to include multiple items on the same test to measure the same thing. Internal consistency, determined by Cronbach's alpha measure [49] , finds the correlation between the items on a test and also between the item and the total score. This measure is used to determine whether an item (question) should be included in the test or not.
DT Test Composition and Rationale.
Based on the requirements from Sec. 2, we began developing the DT test as follows. We started with two general (nonengineering) problem types. The first one had no particular constraints or goals, just blue sky imagination, to assess fluency, variety, and originality. The second one was constrained to the use of given components; so in addition to the above measures, quality could also be assessed. Several candidate questions were considered for each type and made a part of an alpha test to determine their suitability.
To test design fixation, a simple design exercise was created but we also included one solution to that problem. The purpose was to determine the extent of fixation by looking at the similarities between the example given and the ideas generated by the individuals. The problem chosen was one for which previous fixation research had considerable amounts of data [27] .
To test abstractability, we initially devised an exercise to measure the way that one perceives categories. For each test item, there was a keyword (e.g., blue in Fig. 2 example) which was to be used in as many different categories as possible. Early results from alpha trials revealed strong bias toward linguistic skills in this exercise, and it was eventually replaced. In fact, after the beta trials it became evident that the ability to abstract and the tendency to abstract were actually different dimensions. The latest version has separate questions to measure each. Another exercise for abstraction requires "discovery" of relations between groups of objects and to put those relations in a particular order.
To test the ability to handle complexity, an exercise was designed for synthesis of specified device categories (tools, toys, weapons, etc.) from a large number of given components. The objective is to use as many of the given components as possible in the synthesis of desired devices. This exercise was modeled after experiments conducted by Finke et al. [6] .
To test originality, quality, and flexibility in a technical context, two design exercises were constructed. One involved the resolution of a conflict between two objectives. This particular exercise was also used to assess fixation by provided one example solution, so that we could have at least two different questions measuring fixation, one technical the other general. The second exercise was taken from a design contest conducted in a junior design class many years ago (current students have no knowledge of it). Table 2 summarizes the questions and what they are designed to measure. From alpha trials, we determined appropriate time allocation for each exercise. As can be seen from Table 2 , every subskill is measured at least by two or more questions in order to perform correlations necessary for validating stability and internal consistency of the DT test. Where there are more than two questions capable of measuring the same subskill we have the choice of not using all. What is actually measured on each question is discussed in Sec. 3.2.
Test
The beta version was designed to collect large amounts of data for use in frequency analysis and categorization necessary for scoring originality and flexibility. Frequencies were also needed for use in normalizing the scores on a uniform scale (1-10). We invited the design academic community to participate in data collection by registering at our test portal [50] . A set of instructions were prepared for those administering the tests and they were asked to run them exactly as we would, so that all data sets would be consistent. Although upward of 500 beta tests were given, just over 300 were used in statistical analysis due to missing items or incompatibility of versions or other types of corruption.
Based on the experience with beta tests and data analysis the final version (gamma) has been prepared.
Data Collection and Scoring
The beta test responses were used to look at the following:
(1) Number of responses, mean, and standard deviation: for use in fluency scoring (2) Categorization of responses and frequencies of categories:
for use in variety (flexibility) scoring (3) Count of features and principles and their respective frequencies: in determining originality scores
It was also necessary to normalize the scores in order to aggregate each metric that was measured on multiple questions. We chose a scale of 1-10, with ten being the best.
In order to score the tests in a uniform and objective way, we have drafted a set of instructions for graders that include category labels, frequencies, and associated scores for every question. Three different people have been involved in scoring the tests. We have cross-checked their scoring against each other to remove biases, inconsistencies, and ensure uniform interpretation of scoring guidelines. In Subsections 3.1 and 3.2, we discuss our scoring methods and rationale.
Cross-scoring between institutions and evaluators can also determine consistency. We have currently eight institutions that have conducted beta tests and half a dozen more have signed up to participate. Beta trials data have been collected primarily from undergraduate engineering students taking design courses at Texas A&M University, Georgia Tech, BYU, Arizona State University, and Monash and Melbourne Universities in Australia. Industry participants have been drawn from Advatech Pacific (a design firm for hire), two different design groups at Intel (equipment design, assembly test development) and HP San Diego.
Norming Studies. Norming of test scores involves compiling the distribution of test scores in a target population.
Norms must be based on large samples (Rose recommends a Finding unusual semantic relations subject to specified criteria x x x x 6 Exercises designed to determine the ability and tendency to abstract x 7
Technical conflict resolution problem
Engineering design problem typical of undergraduate design contests; requires generation of concepts only x x x x minimum of 400 [51] ). We have used 300 samples from beta tests, associating response categories with scores, for use in norming. For Q1, we found that the average number of ideas generated was between nine and ten, while the max was upward of 20. Based on these numbers, the fluency score was scaled ( Table 3) .
The same question is also used for originality and variety scoring. In the first pass, we recorded all unique responses found. Then, the responses were categorized into ten groups for convenience, and finally the frequencies of each group were extracted from the data set. Detailed description of each category is given in the scoring instructions so graders do not misinterpret. (Only the category numbers are listed in Table 4 without the any descriptions.) The frequency data were used to determine the score based on the presumption that the more rare the occurrence of an idea category, the greater its originality. The formula used for originality score S for category i is
where %H is the highest frequency, %L is the lowest, and %C i is the frequency for category i [38] . From Table 4 , we see that %H is 20.37 and %L is 0.73. So, for example, category 1 which has a frequency of 9.21% is found as S i ¼ 9 Ã 20:37 À 9:21 20:37 À 0:73 þ 1 % 6:0
From the same categorization, we can also determine the flexibility score by counting the total number of categories that all ideas fall into, by constituting a measure of total conceptual distance between ideas, or how well design space is explored. Figure 3 shows the portion of the DT scoring sheet used to score all measures applicable to Q1 (flexibility, fluency, and originality). Note also that two different originality scores are computed: the average of all ideas ("average Originality") and that of the best idea (called "max originality"). The reasoning is that it is not just the average idea one is interested in, it is that one great idea that one seeks for. Fluency, originality, and flexibility scores are evaluated the same way for other questions where they are scored, so we will not provide the specifics of every question here.
Scoring Methods.
Afixability on Q3 where one example solution is provided is measured by similarities between the provided solution and responses. As shown in Fig. 4 , physical attribute similarities are less serious than functional (design principle) and thus weighted more heavily. The similarity points are subtracted from 10 in keeping with our 10 scale.
As stated above, quality is measured by goodness of fit with design goals, technical feasibility, and manufacturability. This definition implies that quality is context dependent. The DT test is the measuring quality on Q7 and Q8, both technically oriented problems. However, we have taken different approaches for evaluating quality in the two cases. Q7 responses are categorized in a manner similar to the procedure for Q1 explained in Sec. 3.1. The quality of each has already been predetermined by our team based on design specification and feasibility of that problem. Therefore, to score quality on this test one just needs to categorize the answers and refer to a table of predetermined values. The same table also contains originality scores (from frequency data collected) and afixability (from conceptual distance between the responses and the given solution). An excerpt of this is shown in Table 5 , which shows how each metric is independently scored. This method works as long as responses can be categorized into one of the enumerated ones. This is the case for over 99% of the responses we are seeing. When categorization fails, a new category needs to be defined and its quality, afixability scores need to be established. Being so unusual, the originality score will be 10 for such new found categories. For Q8, a different approach is needed as there are several required design specifications and constraints of varying importance. A method similar to weighted objective trees [52] is used.
Detailability is measured by the extent of elaboration and clarity of expression. Different context based checklists have been created for Q4 and Q8, one of which is shown in Fig. 5 .
The original problem for testing abstraction ability involved drawing trees of superclass and subclass of a given object. Test subjects found the exercise confusing and it was hard to grade. We experimented by increasing the structure (giving a template to fill in) and also by giving no structure. Neither approach improved the results, and the exercise was abandoned and replaced by a pair of exercises, one to test the ability to abstract and the other the tendency to abstract. The first correlates with the old exercise, but the second one has no equivalence to previous versions of the test. Therefore, the latter had to be treated as a separate variable in the analysis, as will be discussed in Sec. 4 . In the tendency test we do not specify which way one can go; they can go up (generalize) or go down (specialize). Only the number of generalizations is counted to compute this score. In the ability exercise, one is asked to go up only and all responses meeting this criterion are counted.
Decomplexability has proven to be the hardest metric to design questions for and to evaluate. The barriers are time constraints on the length of the test and the desire to avoid specific domain knowledge. The best we have been able to do is to come up with a synthesis exercise from a given set of mechanical and structural elements. (We have already heard complaints that this question is biased toward mechanical engineers, although the elements are fairly common types of elements that everyone sees in everyday use.) This question is being evaluated in somewhat of a superficial manner. We count the number of elements used together on a device and their coupling.
4 Test Analysis 4.1 Factor Analysis. The goal of the factor analyses was to determine the number of distinguishable dimensions that underlie the set of measures and to determine which measures are related to which dimensions. Multiple dimensions were hypothesized initially, as these multiple dimensions had inspired the creation of test items as noted above. These hypothesized dimensions may not be accurate representations, however. For this reason, we used exploratory factor analysis (EFA) to explore the factor structure and to arrive at a factor solution that was plausible. As noted Transactions of the ASME above, some study participants were not given the full set of items, leading to missing data. The EFA software [53] did not offer many options for handling missing data. To appropriately handle the missing data, we used the Mplus [54] program and conducted confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The CFA was used to evaluate the factor structure reached in the EFA, and to do so while handling the missing data in an appropriate way. Mplus uses a full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) procedure for parameter estimation. The FIML approach uses all of the available information from each individual case in the data. No cases are dropped from the analyses for partially missing data. Missing data are assumed to be missing at random, which means that "missingness" is unrelated to the value, the measure would have had, after conditioning on the nonmissing information in the data [55] . EFA was performed first using a pairwise deletion strategy for handling missing data. Two different estimation methods were used: principle axis factoring and maximum likelihood. The two methods did not give substantially different results, and so maximum likelihood was used for the final analyses. Factor solutions from one to five factors were obtained with oblique rotations for all multiple-factor solutions. The oblique rotations permit nonzero correlations among the factors. Of the original 23 measures, two measures were immediately dropped. The originality score for Q2 was correlated at 0.99 with the fluency score for Q2. We dropped the originality score. Also, a new abstraction score for Q6 was obtained from only 111 participants, leading to problems of low sample size under pairwise deletion. We, therefore, dropped this variable from the EFA. The full variety of factor solutions was used for the remaining 21 variables. It became clear that 5 of the 21 measures did not load meaningfully on any factors in any of the factor solutions. These measures were Q3 affix, Q4 detail, Q4 dcmp, Q5 abst, and Q6 abst. All of these are indirect measures and of secondary importance as discussed in Sec. 2.1. The remaining 16 measures were confined to Q1, Q2, Q7, and Q8. A fourfactor solution was found to be most interpretable solution for these measures, after oblique rotation. The scree plot for the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix for the set of 21 variables is given in Fig. 6 . The plot indicates that the four-factor solution is plausible.
In the next step, the 16 measures were analyzed using Mplus in a CFA. The four-factor solution reached using EFA was directly specified in the CFA, with restrictions on the pattern of factor loadings to force each measure to load one factor only. These restrictions set the CFA apart from the EFA solution, as EFA solutions permit unrestricted loadings. In addition, the CFA effectively used a larger sample due to the FIML adjustments for missing data. The four factors were permitted to correlate without restriction. The resulting CFA solution did not fit well when evaluated using stringent criteria for model fit. The model was rejected using the chi-square test of exact fit (chi-square ¼ 563.61, df ¼ 98, p < 0.001). The approximate fit indices were not adequate either (standardized root mean square residual ¼ 0.094). Local fit indices indicated that some modifications to the specified model would improve the fit. Several modifications were adopted. First, two pairs of measures were permitted to have correlated unique factors (Q1 average with Q1 max; Q2 average with Q2 max). Second, two measures were permitted to load on more than one factor (Q2 pflex on both factors 1 and 2; Q2A fluency on both factors 1 and 2). These modifications yielded a four-factor model that showed improved fit. Although the test of exact fit again would reject the model (chi-square ¼ 304.93, df ¼ 94, p < 0.001), the approximate fit indices were improved (root mean square residual ¼ 0.063). Estimates of the standardized loadings from the modified fourfactor solution are given in Table 6 . Note that two measures were permitted to load on more than one factor.
Correlations.
The scale was set up to go from 1 to a max of 10 for each measure with the mean around 5. We have confirmed this from 300 statistically analyzed samples, as shown in Table 7 . Note that in Q2 there were two different bases for categorization: one based on device action and the other based on The averages for each metric from all questions that measure it were also computed, using equal weights. We then looked at the correlations between the pairs of the eight metrics (Table 8) . Fluency and flexibility show a strong correlation (0.75).
Flexibility and originality also correlate well (0.57). However, fluency and originality have a weak correlation implying that emphasis on quantity of ideas does not necessarily yield original ideas. Quality had no correlation to fluency, flexibility, and originality. Wild and crazy ideas may be very original but not practical. Even this examination of the four direct measures (fluency, flexibility, originality, and quality) indicates that there are possibly at least four independent factors present, a confirmation of the findings of the factor analysis from Sec. 4.1.
The indirect measures show neither strong correlations with each other nor with any of the direct measures. As pointed out before, early results for abstractability motivated us to change the questions. One of fixation exercises did not have enough richness to be a good discriminate between fixated and nonfixated responses. As a result, a new question with greater number of features and more obvious solution principle has replaced the past question. The result of these changes is that abstractability and afixability from the new data sets cannot be compared directly to the old sets.
For the other two indirect measures, decomplexability and detailability, we think test time of less than 1 h is a problem. Decomplexability requires the test to have more complicated questions that would require more time to solve. Detailability can only be demonstrated if time is given to produce more elaborate responses. So, measuring these two subskills is still a challenge.
We did not include maximum originality in our correlation matrix, since it is extracted as the max originality score from an item for each respondent. We looked at the correlation between average originality and max originality and found it to be 0.586. This is fairly strong but may not be strong enough to warrant dropping one measure in favor of the other.
Finally, we looked at the correlation between the two categorizations for Q2 scoring. It turns out to be 0.68 for flexibility and 0.57 for originality. Again, this says to us that both categorizations should continue to be used in scoring.
DT Skill Profile
One can arrive at an overall score by aggregating all of the scores for an individual. However, that would assume equal weights for the measures. At this time, we do not fully understand proper weighting of each subskill to come up with an overall score. So, we present the results for each metric and compare the individual to either their peer group or to the entire population that has been tested. To help interpret these results, we also show best and worst scores in a diagram. Figure 7 shows the DT skill profile of two test takers A and B with respect to the best and worst for the test group.
Discussion
Several standardized tests of engineering design skills are being constructed. The divergent thinking test is in the most advanced stage. Data have been collected from large numbers of undergraduate engineering students, smaller numbers of graduate students, and practicing designers. From the results of several beta trials, the test has been continuously improved. Statistical analysis shows that the test is a reasonable instrument for testing engineering design oriented divergent thinking (ideation) skills. Only intrinsic validation has been done. Full validation of the tests will require collection of enormous amounts of data from a large number of participants using factorial variants of the tests. This will take several years and would require a community effort and buyin. We have set up a web site with an open invitation to the design academic community to participate in the beta trials. Any design educator can request the tests, administer them to his/her own students, and return the tests to us for scoring. Figure 8 shows the range of results for all engineering juniors tested so far.
Criterion and construct validity studies are not within the current scope of work. In the future, we propose to determine criterion validity by predicting how one will do on a design task exercise which requires those particular skills. Again, the purpose is to establish preliminary association of the tests with particular skills. Construct validity can only be determined by comparing the results of a test with other tests that claim to measure the same thing. In some areas, such as lateral thinking, spatial reasoning, there are tests available that we can directly compare to, or at least relate subsets of our items to those sets.
To encourage the development of design skills we must reward out-of-the-box thinking, risk taking, unconventional, and unusual ideas. Factors that influence student attitude include course format, content, problem types used in homework, laboratories, projects, exams, and the evaluation/grading system. The conventional system is "assignments centric;" grades are computed from the weighted sum of homework, exams, and other assignments. The only score that is typically recorded is the aggregate score for each assignment. This single score hides the strengths and weaknesses of an individual. Even if the exercises given were designed specifically to teach/evaluate certain design skills, recording a single score is not adequate. Based on the methods from this study, a new skill based learning and grading system could be implemented with three main elements involved: explication of design skills; association of skills subsets for each design exercise; record keeping and aggregation of scores organized by skills. Each class exercise or assignment could be designed with the objective of teaching, practicing, assessing a particular subset of skills, and students told in advance of the particular skill(s) that are to be graded on each exercise. This skill evaluation may have potential uses in (1) determination of design strengths/weaknesses of individuals for the purpose of corrective action; (2) matching individuals with complementary strengths on design teams; (3) continuous improvement and evaluation of the course content.
This research will connect design research to established cognitive theories of human problem solving and learning, visual and spatial reasoning, pattern recognition, and scientific discovery. It seeks to gain insights into how design knowledge is used and what differentiates good designers from the ones less skilled. This research is a necessary prerequisite for creating a framework for future experiments related to design skills, collection of extensive data to enable establishment of norms for skills, new grading Fig. 8 Comparison of one group of students to its peer group methods for design classes and curriculum evaluation, and more sophisticated bases for design project team formation.
